Definitions of basic
concepts

2.2 prevention

2.3 Rescue assistance

Module 3
Personal Protective
Equipment. The
importance of learning
to use the appropriate
protection tools

Module 4
Coordination of
shutdown operations.
Extinguishing means Basic actions in
extinction

The volunteer is
Applies the ways of
able to explain the
prevention
ways of prevention

The importance of prevention

The volunteer is
able to apply
rescue assistance

Applies the instructions for
rescue assistance

First Aid
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation
Dexterity in handling machines and manual
tools
Willingness to help fellow human beings

Is responsible for his/her
Personal Protective
Equipment

Knowledge of personal safety protection
devices and their correct use and maintenance.

Is responsible for his/her
Personal Protective
Equipment

Knowledge of personal safety protection
devices and their correct use and maintenance.

Carry out radio
communication

The need to improve coordination and
cooperation with all the organizations and
institutions involved, teamwork, discipline and
the importance of communication in
emergency situations, new communication
techniques/technologies

Use the correct mean

Dexterity in handling machines and manual
tools

The volunteer is
3.1 Personal
able to explain the
Protective Equipment.
rules of personal
(Personal Safety)
safety
The volunteer is
3.2 The importance of
able to apply the
learning to use the
Personal
appropriate protection
Protective
tools
Equipment
The volunteer is
4.1 Coordination of
able to Know how
shutdown operations
to communicate in
- Communication
case of emergency
- New Technologies
(radio
communication)
The volunteer is
4.2 Extinguishing
able to select the
means
extinguishing
means
4.3 Basic actions in
extinction

The volunteer is
Carry out an extinction
able to explain the

Ability to stay calm in difficult circumstances
Problem-solving skills
Quick reactions

basic actions in
extinction
5.1 Forest fires Analysis of the main
causes
Module 5
Forest fires - analysis of
the main causes,
evaluation of strategies
for extinction and
planning for the
management of forest
fires

Module 6
RescEu – European
Mechanism of Civil
Protection in forest
fires.

The volunteer is
able to name the
main causes of
forest fires

5.2 Evaluation of
strategies for
The volunteer is
extinction and
able to evaluate
planning for the
strategies
management of forest
fires

The EU Civil
Protection
Mechanism

Dexterity in handling machines and manual
tools

Identify the main causes of
forest fires

Collaborate with the
members of the team to
choose a strategy

The volunteer is
able to explain
Collaborate with other
what is the EU Civil
organizations
Protection
Mechanism

The need to improve skills and knowledge
about fires (how they begin and how they
spread, according to the different weather and
ground conditions)
Teamwork skills
Evaluation of the scenario's safety Evaluation weather conditions (especially
winds)
The importance of using different firefighting
techniques and the knowledge of categories of
plants and their reaction to fire and fire
behaviour (how to use fire to prevent and fight
wildfire)

It is very important for everyone to Know the
EU Civil Protection Mechanism, what it is, how
it works and why.

